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Abstract—Software pipelining is a powerful technique to expose fine-grain parallelism, but it results in variables staying alive across more than one kernel iteration. It requires periodic register allocation and is challenging for code generation: the lack of a reliable solution currently restricts the applicability of software pipelining. The classical software solution that does not alter the computation throughput consists in unrolling the loop a posteriori [12], [11]. However, the resulting unrolling degree is often unacceptable and may reach absurd levels. Alternatively, loop unrolling can be avoided thanks to software register renaming. This is achieved through the insertion of move operations, but this may increase the initiation interval (II) which nullifies the benefits of software pipelining. This article aims at tightly controlling the post-pass loop unrolling necessary to generate code. We study the potential of live range splitting to reduce kernel loop unrolling, introducing additional move instructions without increasing the II. We provide a complete formalisation of the problem, an algorithm, and extensive experiments. Our algorithm yields low unrolling degrees in most cases — with no increase of the II.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our focus is on the exploitation of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) in embedded VLIW processors [11]. Increased ILP translates into higher register pressure and stresses the register allocation phase(s) and the design of the register files. In the case of software-pipelined loops, variables can stay alive across more than one kernel iteration, which is challenging for code generation and generally addressed through: (1) hardware support — rotating register files — deemed too expensive for almost embedded processors, (2) insertion of register moves with a high risk of reducing the computation throughput — initiation interval (II) — of software pipelining, and (3) post-pass loop unrolling that does not compromise throughput but often leads to unpractical code growth.

We investigate ways to keep the size of the generated code compatible with embedded system constraints without compromising the throughput benefits of software pipelining. Having a minimal unroll factor reduces code size, which is an important performance measure for embedded systems because they have a limited memory size. Regarding high performance computing (desktop and supercomputers), loop code size may not be important for memory size, but may be so for I-cache performance. In addition to the minimal unroll factors, it is necessary that the code generation scheme for periodic register allocation does not generate additional spill; the number of required registers must not exceed MAXLIVE [10] (the maximum number of values simultaneously alive).

When the instruction schedule is fixed then the circular lifetime intervals (CLI) and MAXLIVE are known. In this case, known methods exist for computing unroll factors: (1) Modulo Variable Expansion (MVE) [11], [12] which computes a minimal unroll factor but may introduce spill (since MVE may need more than MAXLIVE registers without proving an appropriate upper-bound); (2) Hendren’s heuristic [9] which computes a sufficient unroll factor without introducing spill, but with no guarantee in terms of minimal register usage or unroll factor; (3) the Meeting Graph framework [6] whose unroll factor is formally proven to minimize register usage (MAXLIVE), but which does not guarantee a minimal unroll factor.

In [3], [2], the authors claim that the loop unrolling minimisation (LUM) using extra remaining registers after a periodic register allocation is an efficient method to bring loop unrolling as low as possible — with no increase of the initiation interval (II). However, some kernel loops may still require high unrolling degrees. These occasional high unrolling degrees suggest it may be worthwhile to consider combining the insertion of move operations with kernel loop unrolling.

This article proposes a technique to minimise the unroll factor after periodic register allocation by inserting move instructions without compromising the throughput benefits of software pipelining1. We study all the possible cases of adding move operations without altering the initiation interval (II) for already software pipelined loops. This is done by splitting a chosen variable into two new variables at a given clock cycle if a free functional unit exists and can execute the added move operation.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses the limitations of using the interference graph for register allocation and briefly recalls the use of circular lifetime intervals (CLI) for periodic register allocation. Section III presents the

1In general, inserting move instructions during register allocation is paired with the split of live ranges to reduce the constraints on register assignment.
II. PERIODIC REGISTER ALLOCATION: INTERFERENCE GRAPH VS CIRCULAR LIFETIME INTERVALS

Register allocation in many compilers performs the classical graph coloring method originally proposed by Chaitin [5]. The different nodes in the graph represent the different variables that are candidates for register allocation. Two nodes are connected by an arc if the corresponding live ranges variables are simultaneously alive. This graph is commonly called interference graph [5]. The register allocation attempts to find a \( k \)-coloring of the interference graph. That is, an assignment of \( k \) colors to the nodes such as two connected nodes have different colors. If such coloring is found then it can map the \( k \) colors into registers. However, if the graph is not \( k \)-colorable, some nodes are removed from the interference graph until this latter becomes \( k \)-colorable. The removed nodes are spilled into the memory because they are not assigned to registers.

The interference graph representation of register allocation has some weaknesses. In fact, given a set of variables live ranges, the interference graph contains only the overlapping information of any two variables live ranges. By the way, it does not reveal the overlapping information for more than two variables and it does not provide the times of variables overlapping. The lack of this information between variables overlapping may lead to some limitations.

For instance, Chaitin’s register allocator may fail to find the minimum coloring even for simple loops. Figure 1(a) illustrates a simple loop program where MAXLIVE = 2 and the traditional Chaitin’s [5] register allocator fails to find a register allocation with 2 registers.

Some state-of-art work [6], [9] studied the circular lifetime intervals as an alternative representation for register allocation.

Let us consider the interference graph given in Figure 1(b) which is similar to the one presented in [4]. Even though this graph is clearly 2-colorable, Chaitin’s heuristic fails because there is no node with degree < 2, and thus spill code has to be introduced.

To address this problem, we represent in Figure 1(c) an alternative representation called circular lifetime intervals (CLI) [6], [13], [9]. The \( x \)-axis represents the different clock cycles and the \( y \)-axis represents the live ranges of the different variables. The barrier in the diagram represents the definition point of the variable while the arrow represents their last use. For example, variable \( X1 \) is defined at clock cycle 1 and finishes at clock cycle 3. Note that the lifetime of the variable can span more than one iteration, as shown with variable \( X4 \). Since the relation between the intervals is periodic, we characterise this relation within one iteration.

As in any general graph coloring problem, finding the minimum coloring of a circular lifetime intervals is NP-hard [8]. Many heuristics, exploiting the information provided in such representation are proposed in the literature [6], [9]. The number of minimum registers needed for a circular interval is related to the width of the circular lifetime intervals. The main characteristics related to circular lifetime intervals [9] are as follows:

- Two intervals \( I1, I2 \) are overlapping if there exists a clock cycle \( t \) where both of the intervals \( I1 \) and \( I2 \) are simultaneously alive.
- The width of a given circular lifetime intervals \( F \) at time \( t \), written as Width\((F, t)\), is the number of intervals which are simultaneously alive at this time \( t \).
- The maximum width of a given circular lifetime intervals \( F \), written as \( W(F) \), is the maximum \( \text{Width}(F, t) \), for all clock cycle \( t \in [0, I] \). The maximum width is called also MAXLIVE, the maximum number of variables which are simultaneously alive.

The following section reviews the main state-of-art periodic register allocation.

III. CODE GENERATION: BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES

We review the main issues and approaches to code generation for periodic register allocation using the loop example described in Listing 1.

```plaintext
Listing 1. Loop Program Example

FOR (i=0, i<N, i=i+1)
  a[i+2] = b[i] + 1;
  b[i+2] = c[i] + 2;
  c[i+2] = a[i] + 3;
ENDFOR
```

Fig. 1. Interference Graph vs Circular Lifetime Intervals
There are two ways to deal with periodic register allocation: using special architecture support such as rotating register files, or without using such support. This latter may require the insertion of `move` operations or loop unrolling.

### A. Rotating Register File

A rotating register file (RRF) [7] is a hardware mechanism to prevent successive lifetime intervals from being assigned to the same physical registers.

In Listing 1, variable \( a[i] \) spans three iterations (defined in iteration \( i - 2 \) and used in iteration \( i \)). Hence, at least 3 physical registers are needed to carry simultaneously \( a[i], a[i + 1] \) and \( a[i + 2] \). A rotating register file \( R \) automatically performs the `move` operation at each iteration. \( R \) acts as a FIFO buffer. The major advantage is that instructions in the generated code see all live values of a given variable through a single operand, avoiding explicit register copying. Below \( R[k] \) denotes a register with offset \( k \) from \( R \).

```
Listing 2. Example of Register Renaming
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+1
    R3 = b[i]+1 ;
    b[i+2] = c[i]+2 ;
    c[i+2] = R1+3 ;
    R1 = R2 ;
    R2 = R3 ;
ENDFOR
```

Using a RRF avoids increasing code size due to loop unrolling, or to decrease the computation throughput due to the insertion of `move` operations.

### B. Move Operations

This method is also called register renaming. Considering the example of Listing 1 for allocating \( a[i] \), we use 3 registers and perform `move` operations at the end of each iteration [14], [15], [13]: \( a[i] \) in register \( R1 \), \( a[i + 1] \) in register \( R2 \) and \( a[i + 2] \) in register \( R3 \). Then we use `move` operations to shift registers across the register file at every iteration as shown in Listing 2. However, it is easy to see that if variable \( v \) spans \( d \) iterations, we have to insert \( d - 1 \) extra `move` operations at each iteration. In addition, this may increase the \( II \) and may require rescheduling the code if these `move` operations do not fit into the kernel. This is generally unacceptable as it negates most of the benefits of software pipelining.

### C. Loop Unrolling

Another method, loop unrolling, is more suitable to maintain \( II \) without requiring hardware support such as RRF. The resulted loop body itself is bigger but no extra operations are executed in comparison with the original code. Here different registers are used for different instances of the variable \( a \) of Listing 1. In Listing 3, the loop is unrolled three times. \( a[i+2] \) is stored in \( R1, a[i+3] \) in \( R2, a[i+4] \) in \( R3, a[i+5] \) in \( R1 \), and so on.

By unrolling the loop, we avoid inserting extra `move` operations. The drawback is that the code size will be multiplied by 3 in this case, and by the unrolling degree in the general case. This can have a dramatic impact by causing unnecessary instruction cache misses when the code size of the loop happens to be larger than the size of the instruction cache. For simplicity, we did not expand the code to assign registers for \( b \) and \( c \). In addition, brute force searching for the best solution using loop unrolling has a prohibitive cost, existing solutions may either sacrifice the register optimality [9], [12], [16] or incur large unrolling overhead [6], [17].

1) **Modulo Variable Expansion**: Lam designed a general loop unrolling scheme called modulo variable expansion (MVE) [12]. In fact, the major criterion of this method is to minimize the loop unrolling degree because the memory size of the i-WARP processor is low [12]. The MVE method defines a minimal unrolling degree to enable code generation after a given periodic register allocation. This unrolling degree is obtained by dividing the length of the longest live range \( (\text{max}_{LT} \alpha) \) by the number of cycles of the kernel \( \alpha = \lceil \frac{\text{max}_{LT}}{II} \rceil \). Once the loop is unrolled, MVE uses the interference graph for allocation.

Having \( \text{MAXLIVE} \) the maximum number of values simultaneously alive, the problem with MVE is that it does not guarantee a register allocation with minimal number of register equal to \( \text{MAXLIVE} \) [6], [9], and in general it may lead to unnecessary spills breaking the benefits of software pipelining. A concrete examples of this limitation can be found in [1].

In Listing 1, the longest live range lasts 8 cycles and the number of cycles of the loop is 3 cycles, so \( \alpha = \lceil \frac{8}{3} \rceil \), and we should unroll the loop 3 times. Then we can assign to each variable a number of registers equal to the least integer greater than the span of the variable that divides \( II \). In Listing 4, each variable \( a, b, c \) is assigned 3 registers using MVE: \( R1, R2, R3 \) for \( a \), \( R4, R5, R6 \) for \( b \), \( R7, R8, R9 \) for \( c \), and the loop is unrolled 3 times.

One can verify that it is not possible to allocate the different variables on less than 9 registers when unrolling the loop 3 times. But MVE does not ensure a register allocation with a minimal number of registers, and hence it is not optimal. As we will see in the next section, we need 8 registers to...
allocate the different variables. In MVE, the round up to the nearest integer for choosing the unrolling degree may miss opportunities for achieving an optimal register allocation.

2) Meeting Graphs: The algorithm of Eisenbeis et al.

Listing 4. Example of MVE

```plaintext
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+3
R1 = R5+1 ; R4 = R8+2 ; R7 = R2+3 ;
R2 = R6+1 ; R5 = R9+2 ; R8 = R3+3 ;
R3 = R4+1 ; R6 = R7+2 ; R9 = R1+3 ;
ENDFOR
```

The main drawbacks of the meeting graph method is that the loop unrolling degree can be high in practice although the number of registers used is minimal. That may cause spurious instruction cache misses or even be impracticable due to the memory constraints, like in embedded processors. In order to minimise loop unrolling, Bachir et al. [2], [3] propose a method called loop unrolling minimisation (LUM method) that minimises the loop unrolling degree by using extra remaining registers for a given periodic register allocation. The LUM method brings loop unrolling as low as possible — with no increase of the $II$. However, some kernel loops may still require high unrolling degrees. This occasional cases suggest that it may be worthwhile to consider combining the insertion of `move` operations with kernel loop unrolling.

IV. SPLITTING VARIABLES LIFETIMES: MOTIVATION

As illustration in this section, we first present the simple example described in Figure 3 to illustrate the weaknesses of the loop unrolling minimisation (LUM method) described in [2], [3]. We then outline how these problems can be handled by adding `move` operations. Let us consider the two lifetime intervals $a$ and $b$ as described in Figure 3. Let us assume that the variable $a$ is resulted from a multiplication and $b$ is resulted from an addition. From these lifetimes, the corresponding meeting

```
Listing 5. Example of Meeting Graph

FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+8
R1 = R2+1 ; R4 = R5+2 ; R7 = R7+3 ;
R2 = R3+1 ; R5 = R6+2 ; R8 = R8+3 ;
R3 = R4+1 ; R6 = R7+2 ; R1 = R1+3 ;
R4 = R5+1 ; R7 = R8+2 ; R2 = R2+3 ;
R5 = R6+1 ; R8 = R1+2 ; R3 = R3+3 ;
R6 = R7+1 ; R1 = R2+2 ; R4 = R4+3 ;
R7 = R8+1 ; R2 = R3+2 ; R5 = R5+3 ;
R8 = R1+1 ; R3 = R4+2 ; R6 = R6+3 ;
ENDFOR
```

```
(a) Circular Lifetime Intervals
(b) Meeting Graph
```

Fig. 2. Meeting Graph of the Loop Example in Listing 1
graph is drawn and has one circuit \( C_1 \). The interval family has a width equal to the weight of the circuit \( C_1 \) \( (\mu(C_1) = 2) \) and \( II = 5 \). Let us remind that the weight of this circuit means that we need 2 registers to carry successfully the two variables \( a, b \) if we unroll the loop twice (the code size is multiplied by 2) either if we use meeting graph framework or MVE technique.

If we want to not unroll the loop, we notice that the loop unrolling minimisation does not provide better loop unrolling degree because the minimal loop unrolling degree \( \alpha^* \geq \max_i \mu(C_i) \). In our example \( \alpha^* = \mu(C_1) = 2 \).

One possibility to reduce loop unrolling degree is called register renaming [15]. This latter proposes to allocate the variable \( a \) with 2 registers and perform \textit{move} operation to carry the value from the first register to the second one. By the way, if we split the variable \( a \) into two variables \( (a', a'') \) where each spans less than one kernel iteration, then the problem of loop unrolling can be resolved.

In Figure 3, we assume that the adder unit is free at the clock cycle \( II \). If we decide to split the variable \( a \) into two variables \( a' \) and \( a'' \) at the clock cycle \( II \) then we add only one \textit{move} operation \((a'' \leftarrow a')\) which is performed by using the free adder unit. The resulting allocation can be done with two registers as shown in Figure 3 without unrolling the loop \((\alpha^* = \text{lcm}(\mu(C_1), \mu(C_2)) = 1)\).

Another running example of splitting variables is represented in Figure 4. In fact, Figure 4 shows how to minimise the loop unrolling degree by splitting the variables of the circular lifetime intervals of Figure 2. In Figure 2(a), variable lifetimes are depicted by circular lifetime intervals. Each variable is alive during 8 cycles, this means 3 iterations as \( II = 3 \). From these lifetimes, the corresponding meeting graph is drawn in Figure 2(b). The interval family has a width equal to \( \mu(C) = 8 \). So hence, we need 8 registers to carry successfully three variables \( a, b, c \) if we unroll the loop 8 times.

In Figure 4, we assume that adding one \textit{move} operation at each clock cycle does not alter \( II \). Each variable is split into one 6 cycles interval and one 2 cycles interval. In Figure 4(a), variable \( a \) is cut after 6 cycles and hence it results two variables \( a \) and \( a' \), variable \( b \) is cut at clock cycle 7 generating two variables \( b \) and \( b' \) and variable \( c \) is cut at clock cycle 8 and hence it results two variables \( c \) and \( c' \). The corresponding meeting graph is drawn in Figure 4(b). The three variables \( a', b', c' \) are allocated on \( R1, R2, \) by unrolling the loop twice. The copies of variable \( a \) (resp. \( b \) and \( c \)) are allocated on \( R3, R4 \) (resp. \( R5, R6 \) and \( R7, R8 \)). The final register allocation is shown in Listing 6, where \( S_1 | S_2 \) denotes that \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are executed in parallel.

The following section describes in details the exhaustive solution to minimise the loop unrolling degree by splitting variables without increasing the computation throughput.

V. SPLITTING VARIABLES TO MINIMISE LOOP UNROLLING DEGREE

The impact of a loop register allocation scheme can be measured by 3 parameters. The first one is the number \( RC \) of allocated registers. A lower bound for \( RC \) is the maximal number of simultaneously alive variables, denoted as MAXLIVE. The second one is the unrolling degree \( \alpha \). Large unrolling degrees are induced by the fact that a least common multiple \( (\text{lcm}) \) is computed. Roughly speaking, if you must unroll \( p \) times for one set of variables and \( q \) times for another one, then you have to unroll at least \( \text{lcm}(p, q) \) times. When we use the loop unrolling minimisation (LUM method) by using the remaining registers \([2], [3]\), the minimal loop unrolling degree can still be high. This is due to the formulation of the LUM method which proposes to update the different circuits weights \( \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_k \) generated by the meeting graph by adding the remaining registers. The resulting final loop unrolling degree \( \alpha^* \) is greater or equal to the maximum circuit weight \((\alpha^* \geq \max(\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_k))\).
This paper proposes to find a periodic register allocation with a small circuit weights which leads to a small \( \text{lcm} \). Our exploratory method consists in splitting the different variables by adding \( m \) extra \textit{move} instructions. The impact of this third parameter is hard to measure because sometimes the added \textit{move} instructions can be executed in parallel with the other operations. Based on these parameters our study follows these different phases:

1) Consider a software pipelined loop \\
2) Find the number of free functional units at each clock cycle which execute \textit{move} instruction while preserving the Initiation Interval (II) \\
3) Extract the circular lifetimes intervals (CLI) from the software pipelined loop devoted to be allocated by the meeting graph \\
4) Compute all the possible combinations of splitting the different variables of CLI following the number of possible \textit{move} at each clock cycle \\
5) For each configuration of splitting variables, compute the periodic register allocation and then choose the one with the minimal loop unrolling degree

Step 2 aims to collect information about the number of \textit{move} operations at each clock cycle that can be executed without altering \( II \). Once this information available, step 4 computes all possible splitting variables following the number of possible \textit{move} operations at each clock cycle. Each splitting variable generates a new CLI. Finally, having all the different CLIs, we perform for each one the periodic register allocation using the meeting graph technique and then we choose the best CLI with the minimal loop unrolling degree.

Figure 5 portrays all the different steps. An arrow between two phases means that the target phase needs the information of the source phase. We note CLI for Circular Lifetimes Intervals and PRA for Periodic Register Allocation (PRA\(_i\) means the meeting graph of the \( i^{th} \) CLI).

VI. Exhaustive Search Algorithm

In this section, we explain our exhaustive algorithm to find a periodic register allocation with a minimal loop unrolling size. First of all, we assume that we have the initial circular lifetimes intervals (CLI) and we provide the number of possible \textit{move} instructions at each clock cycle \( t = 0, II - 1 \). These \textit{move} instructions, if added, can be executed in parallel with other operations without altering \( II \). In our study, the number of possible added \textit{move} instructions at each clock cycle \( t \) is denoted \( m_t \) and computed as \( m_t = \max(0, \text{MAXMOVE} - \text{def}_t) \)

Where \text{MAXMOVE} is the number of functional units performing \textit{move} operations and \text{def}_t is the number of variables which are defined at clock cycle \( t \).

In order to compute all the possible cases of splitting variables for a given CLI, we look for the number of variables which can be splitted at each clock cycle \( t \). In fact, a variable \( v \) can be splitted into two variables \( v' \) and \( v'' \) at clock cycle \( t \) as explained in the following definition.

\textbf{Definition 2 (Splitting Variable).} Let CLI be a circular lifetime intervals and let the variable \( v \in \text{CLI} \). Let us consider two functions \( S \) and \( E \) such as:

- \( S(v) \) is the start time of \( v \) (definition time) and
- \( E(v) \) is the end time of \( v \) (the last used time).

The variable \( v \) is splitted into two variables \( v', v'' \) at clock time \( t \) iff and only iff \( S(v) < t < E(v) \). The resulting variables \( v' \) and \( v'' \) have the following lifetimes:

- \( S(v') = S(v) \) and \( E(v') = t \)
- \( S(v'') = (t \mod II) \) and \( E(v'') = E(v) - t \)

When the variable \( v \) is splitted, new circular lifetime intervals called \textit{Result} is created such as:

\[ \text{Result} = \{ l \in \text{CLI} | l <> v \} \cup \{v', v''\} \]

From Definition 2, the number \( w_t \) of variables which can be splitted at clock cycle \( t \) is the number of variables which are alive but not defined at this clock cycle. Let us assume that \( \text{Width}(\text{CLI}, t) \) is width of CLI at clock cycle \( t \) and \( \text{def}_t \) is the number of variables which are defined at this clock cycle then the number of variables which can be splitted at time \( t \) is as \( w_t = \text{Width}(\text{CLI}, t) - \text{def}_t \)

Consequently, for a given CLI and a given time \( t \), we can split at most \( m_t \) variables among \( w_t \) alives one. That is, we can decide either to not split any variable (saving the original CLI) or to split 1 variable among \( w_t \) variables (generating \( C^{1}_{w_t} \) possible CLIs) or to split 2 variables among \( w_t \) variables (generating \( C^{2}_{w_t} \) possible CLIs) or \ldots or to split \( m_t \) variables among \( w_t \) ones (generating \( C^{m_t}_{w_t} \) possible CLIs). As results, the set of generated CLIs for a given CLI at time \( t \) denoted \( G_t \), is the sum of the different combinations \( C^{i}_{w_t} \) where \( i \) is
the number of variables which we want to split and \(w_t\) the number of maximum splitted variables at time \(t\). That is, the cardinal of the set \(G_t\) is as follows:

\[
|G_t| = \sum_{i=0}^{m_t} C_{w_t}^i
\]

Furthermore, if we have \(k\) different CLIs at time \(t\) then we generate for each CLI, \(\sum_{i=0}^{m_t} C_{w_t}^i\) CLIs. So hence, the total number of generated CLIs at time \(t\) is \(k \times \sum_{i=0}^{m_t} C_{w_t}^i\).

In order to find the set \(G\) of all possible splitting variables configurations, we need to store the results of splitting variables at each clock cycle \(t\), which are then reused later at cycle \(t = t + 1\), \(II - 1\). In fact, we need this new CLIs to compute further splitting configurations. Formally, the cardinal of the set \(G\) of all possible splitting variables configurations is as follows:

\[
|G| = \prod_{t=0}^{II-1} \sum_{i=0}^{m_t} C_{w_t}^i
\]

Algorithm 1 implements our exhaustive search for splitting variables following possible added move inftructions. In this algorithm, we require the initial CLI, the initiation interval \(II\) and the information \(m_t\) about available units at each clock cycle \(t\). This algorithm returns all the possible splitting variables configurations (CLIs) which are stored in the set \(G\) by computing the different combinations. In fact, at time \(t\), splitting \(i\) variables among \(w_t\) variables (the generation of \(C_{w_t}^i\) CLIs) consists in splitting one variable for the different CLIs generated by splitting \((i - 1)\) variables among \(w_t\) variables (the already generated \(C_{w_t}^{i-1}\) CLIs). That is, at time \(t\), we use two other sets \(G_c\) which contains the CLIs resulting from a given combination \((C_{w_t}^i)\) and the set \(G_t\) which contains the CLIs resulting from the previous combination \(C_{w_t}^{i-1}\) or which initially contains the generated CLIs at clock time \(t - 1\).

As we can see in Algorithm 1, the principal algorithm calls the sub-algorithm SPLIT-VARIABLE with the following parameters: the given CLI, the variable \(v\) which we want to split into two variables, the cycle \(window\) where exactly we want to split the variable \(v\) (variable \(v\) can span more than one kernel iteration). This sub-algorithm returns the generated CLI called \(Result\) and a boolean equal to TRUE if the variable \(v\) is actually splitted at clock cycle \(window\), FALSE otherwise.

Algorithm 1 delivers all the possible splitting configurations in finite time because it is dominated by the number of generated CLIs: \(\prod_{t=0}^{II-1} \sum_{i=0}^{m_t} C_{w_t}^i\).

**VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

To study the efficiency of our empirical study, we developed a standalone tool to generate all the possible new CLIs following the number of possible move operations at each clock cycle and then perform for each generated CLI the meeting graph framework in order to find the periodic register allocation with a minimal loop unrolling.

We did extensive experiments on 1935 CLIs extracted from various known benchmarks, namely Livermore loops, Linpack and Nas. In our experiments, the processor has one functional unit which can execute move operations (adder unit).

In order to have an idea about the complexity of the exhaustive solution, we draw in Table I the number of experimented CLIs for each benchmarks, the number of CLIs where it is possible to add move operation and the number of generated CLIs needed to find the best CLI with a minimal number of registers.

Table I shows that from 1935 CLIs, there are only 343 CLIs where it is possible to add move operations without increasing \(II\). The number of the generated CLIs is 108934. On average, the running time of our exhaustive solution on a dual core 2 GHz Linux PC is 272 milli-seconds. The maximal observed runtime of Algorithm 1 is about 84 seconds.

In order to highlight the improvements of splitting variables to minimise loop unrolling, we performed a periodic register allocation for each generated CLI and then compared the initial loop unrolling before splitting and the minimal loop unrolling after splitting. In addition, we wanted to know if the loop unrolling minimisation method (LUM method) described in [2], [3] provides lower loop unrolling.

In these experiments, we take into account only CLIs where it is possible to add move operations. We varied the number of architectural registers \(R_{arch}\) from 16 to 256 registers. Table II displays for each method the following observations: the lower quartile \((Q1 = 25\%)\), the median \((Q2 = 50\%)\), the upper quartile \((Q3 = 75\%)\), and the largest loop unrolling degree \((max)\). Furthermore, we use for comparison the initial loop unrolling, the final loop unrolling using the loop unrolling minimisation (LUM method), the final loop unrolling using splitting variables and final loop unrolling using splitting

**Algorithm 1 Splitting Variables Algorithm**

**Require:** \(CLIs_{init}, II\) and at each clock cycle \(t\) the number of possible added move \(m_t\) without altering \(II\)

**Ensure:** The set \(G\) of all the possible generated CLIs

\[
G \leftarrow \{CLIs_{init}\} \quad \{G\ \text{contains the initial CLI}\}
\]

for \(t = 0\) to \(II - 1\) do

\[
G_t \leftarrow G \quad \{G_t\ \text{contains all generated CLIs at time } t - 1\}
\]

while \(m_t <> 0\) do

\[
G_c \leftarrow \emptyset \quad \{\text{initialisation of } G_c\ \text{which contains the generated combination } C_{w_t}^0\ \text{of CLIs } (i = 0, m_t)\}
\]

for each CLI \(G_t\) do

\[
\text{for each } v \in CLI \text{ do}
\]

end for

\[
\text{if } window < E(v) \text{ do}
\]

end if

end for

\[
G \leftarrow G \cup G_c \quad \{G_t \leftarrow G_c\ \text{ and } m_t \leftarrow m_t - 1\}
\]

end while

END RETURN \((G)\)
variables method followed by the LUM method.

From the different results, we remark that adding move operations decreases dramatically the initial loop unrolling degree. Actually, thanks to splitting method, we do not unroll 50% of loops and at most we unroll twice 75% of loops. We also see in Table II that combining the loop unrolling minimisation method with splitting method decreases greatly the maximum loop unrolling degree. For example, when we assume that we can add at most one move operation per cycle, then half of the loops do not need to be unrolled and 25% more need an unroll factor of 2. In addition, the maximum loop unrolling is highly reduced while combining splitting variables method with loop unrolling minimisation method.

In most cases, our method is a satisfactory solution to generate compact code after periodic register allocation. Nevertheless, we noticed that some loops still require high unrolling degrees despite our optimisation. This shows that optimal exploitation of remaining registers plus the insertion of II-preserving moves may not always be sufficient to bring the unroll factor down to acceptable levels. This provides an interesting fundamental limit of the applicability of software pipelining without hardware support for rotating register files.

VIII. Conclusion

Minimising loop unrolling by using extra remaining registers is an efficient method to reduce unroll factors for periodic register allocation. However, some real-world loops still require high unrolling degrees [3], [2]. This occasional cases suggest that it may be worthwhile to combine the insertion of move operations with kernel loop unrolling.

We study the potential for live range splitting to reduce kernel loop unrolling, describing how to introduce new moves without increasing II. Moreover, we show that an exhaustive solution for splitting variables can produce satisfactory results. For example, when we assume that we can add at most one move operations per cycle, then half of the loops do not need to be unrolled and 25% more need an unroll factor of 2. In addition, the maximum loop unrolling is highly reduced while combining splitting variables method with loop unrolling minimisation method.

In most cases, our method is a satisfactory solution to generate compact code after periodic register allocation. Nevertheless, we noticed that some loops still require high unrolling degrees despite our optimisation. This shows that optimal exploitation of remaining registers plus the insertion of II-preserving moves may not always be sufficient to bring the unroll factor down to acceptable levels. This provides an interesting fundamental limit of the applicability of software pipelining without hardware support for rotating register files.
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